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Optical model potentials appropriate for the description of scattering and 

, 24 
reactions in the Mg region were investigated. 

*' This work was performed under the auspices of the U~ S. Atomic Energy 

'Commission. 
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Scattering and Bound state Potentials 

in DWBA Calculations . 

H. H. Duhm, D." L., Hendrie, and B. G. Harvey 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley, California 

UCRL-17883 

Optical model potentials appropriate for the description of scatter

tng.and reactions in the 24
Mg region were investigated. The scattering 

potentials were obtained for p,d,1ffe and a particles elastically scattered 
24 4 by Mg. (E=30.5 MeV, E =40 MeV, E3H =35 and 7.5 MeV, Ea=50.l, 65.7, 81. and . p e 

119.7 MeV).. The resultin.g parameter families were found to be closely related 

to the Wood-Saxon bound state potential well depths for the corresponding 

cluster wave functions of the (24Mg + particle)-system with a proper number 

f d 'th' th 1 't' F 'k t' like .24Mg(d,~···e)2~a o no es Wl ln e nuc ear ln erlor. or P1C up reac lons Jff ~ 

and 26Mg(p,t)24Mg the choice of fitting potentials seems to .be largely influ
scatt. enced by the 

Vbound and 
p 

sum rule criterion for the real potential, namely V3He=Vd + 

V bound s catt. ( . d) 'V d' t t = V2n · + Vp at equal ra ii. USlng t accor lng 0 

this sum rule (constructed potential), the ratios of intensities for the £=0 

transitions to the 14.53 MeV, T=2 state and to the ground state in 26Mg(p,t)24Mg 
24M ' g lS close to the value expected from pure (d

5
/ 2)n configurations. 

The proton (neutron) scattering potential is known to be closely con-

nected to the bound state potential. For composite particles the scattering 

potentials should similarly be chosen in a way that is consistent with a shell 

model decription of the bound state. In the simplest approach, neglecting 

interactions between the constituents of the cluster as well as the effect 

of the ,cluster on the core, the bound state potential of the composite parti

cle is just the sum of potentials for its nucleons. This sum rule of potentials 

V=(~V 1 ) 1) is, of course, in the spirit of zero range approximations 
nuc eon. 2) 

used in the distorted wave analysis of elastic scattering 

Fig. 1 shows the elastic angular distributions used in our analysis. 

The 30.5 MeV proton data were taken by Cole et al 3). The d,~le and a distri

butions were obtatned at the Berkeley 88-i.nch cyclotron 4), the a data being 

measured by Reed 5). The solid lines are optical model fits us ing not best 

fit but 'systematic' parameters of Table 1 (ro=1.2 F fixed for p, d, ~e and 

I , 
L 
I 
! 

. , . ; 
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V=lOO MeV fixed for a scattering). In particular, the 3ne fits can be improved 

by using a smaller value of r (see Fig. 2). The search code Mercy 6), was 
. 2 0 

used with the usual X -criterion. (The errors on the data points were assumed 

to be either 5% or the statistical errors where they exceeded 5%). Spin orbit 

potentials were neglected and a volume imaginary potential was used although 

surface imaginary potentials gave equally good fits for p, d and 3ne. 

F.or protons 'only one V(r,a) family could be found. The next higher 

family (V::200, ro ~ 1.0) does not fit the backward angle cross sections. There 

is not much change between the proton parameters for 30.5 ~) and 50 7) MeV 

bombarding energy. The deuteron angular distribution could be fitted by two 

parameter families because of the restricted range of measured angles. Other 
8) . 

data,. e.g. the 52 MeV Karlsruhe data , however, exclude the higher 4s deu-

teron fandly - aga.in by the backward angle behavior.' In the case of3ne the 

present data can be fitted by different sets of parameters equally well. No 

significant energy dependence of potentials could be observed. The a poten

tial, however, studied for a larger range of bombarding energies, varied 

appreciably. At lower bombarding energies the well known ambiguities appear 

as in the case of ~e. They arise from the surface localization of the inter

action, allowing the elastic wave ·function to have a different number of nodes 

in the interior of the nucleus 9) Since~ reflection from the real poten

tial significantly contributes to the surface localization at medium bombard

ing energies one might hope that elastic scattering at higher bombarding ener-
\ 

gies would become more sensitive to the nuclear interior and the potential 

ambiguities would be removed. This is in fact what we have observed for the 

119.7 MeV scattering data. This potential depth seems to be consistent with 

. the "right' 5S bound state potential (Table 1, Fig. 2). Tracing back this 

parameter family to lower bombarding energies, the diffuseness and the value 

of the product r··a decrease, whereas the radius increases (the potential depth 
o 

does not vary much). If, however, the radius is kept to a fixed value the 

potential becomes deeper with decreasing bombarding energy. (Our I;l.nalySis of 

42 MeV and 28 MeV a data :from Ref •. 18 and 19 seems to indicate that the 5S a' .... 

potential depth: may reach a maximum value· at a bombarding energy of about·50 ·MeV). 

Fig. 2 shows a map of X2 valleys in the (V,r ) plane. All other o 
parameters were left open to adjustment. Mostly 6 parameter potentials were 

used, where the coupling 

.. 
.' 
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between the real and the imaginary part is less strong than for 4 parameter 

fits. For ex scattering 4 parameter best fit regions are also indicated, the 

numbers giving the value of X2 • Within the best fit valleys IgV is. almost 

proportional to roo The real diffuseness "a" is strongly correlated with ro 

the value of the product r .oa being almost constant within one family at a 
, 0 

given bombarding energy. This i~ demonstrated by the comparison of X2 (ro) 

for best fit parameters with X~ro.a~const.) for p, d and a potentials. The 

solid lines are the results of bound state well depth calculations for a 

different number of nodes using the binding energies Eb of Table 2 and the 

r o' a values of the scattering potentials. Only the calculated curve for 

protons is obtained in a different way. Here we used V I t (Ebfree) • c us er 
Dividing V(E~ree) by the number of nucleons of the composite particle one 

obtains a unique curve which compares well with the proton scattering poten

tials • 

The bound state potentials Vb(Eb ) of the cluster wave functions are 

in fair agreement with the scattering potentials Vscatt.. By varying the 

number of nodes the different potential families are reproduced. The 1ffe 
, 

potentials come closer to the calculated curves at radii smaller than I Fermi. 

This may explain the small best fit radii for the real part of the 1ffe poten

tial. 

Our calculations of bound state potentials (code JUlie)I?) are based 

on the assumption that cluster wave functions with a proper number of nodes 

within the nuclear interior yield reasonable· well depths for the correspond

ing (target nucleus + particle)-system. Expanding an n-particle shell model 

configuration in terms of a center of mass and a relative motion, the cluster 

term, where all nucleons are in a relative ls state is, of course, usually 

far less than 50% of the total wave fUnction (see Moshinsky brackets for a 

two particle system within a'harmonic oscillator potential) II) • In an unper

turbed many particle system, however, all these components are degenerate 

yielding the· same energy in terms of oscillator quanta. 

According to the cluster model the center of mass motions for the 
n . . 2)+ 

(2s,ld) configurations of the ( Mg + particle)-system are (28,lD); 

(3S,2D,IG); (48, ••• ) and (58, ••• ) for p, d, 1ffe and a particles respectively. 

The binding energies Eb between cluster and core should be taken from struc-
,. (24) ture information. The values we used for the ~ + particle -system are 
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given in Table 2. The most direct information for the (24Mg + d) system 
24 26 . 12) comes from the Mg(a,d) Al reaction investigated by R1vet et al • 

Using their level assignments it is encouraging that the bound states cal

culated for 38, lG and IH configurations provide at least comparable well 

depths (see Table 2), although spin orbit and residual interactions were 

completely neglected. 

The binding energies Eb between cluster and core are, of course, 

sensitive to the internal binding energy of the cluster. Using instead of 

Eb the value of E~ree of the (24Mg+L:nucleon)-System we obtain bound state 

potentials which follow the sum rule (Table i). The cluster wave functions 

are, because of their shorter wave length, more sensitive to the volume of 

the potential than the proton wave function. Therefore it is not surpriSing 

that the 'spherical' bound potential of the proton is deeper than Vd,3He,a(E~ree)/n 
since it is determined to match the energy levels of the deformed " 

nuclei 25Al and 2~a(see (d, ~e) reaction) respectively. 

The calculated 'right' 38, 4s and 5S bound state potentials for the 

d, 1ffe and a clusters respectively are generally a little larger than the 

corresponding 'right' scattering potentials, which is, of course, to be expected 

from the energy dependence of potentials. Vb(E~ree), however, is much deeper 

than the scattering potentials. This is particularly true for the a potentials 

at 81 and 120 MeV bombarding energy indicating that the scattering potentials 

are reduced in strength because of the internal saturation of nuclear forces 

within the cluster. However, much more investigation is needed because of 

the difficulty of extrapolating the scattering potentials back to zero bom

barding energy and remaining in tbe 'right' potential family. 

For transfer reactions like" the 24Mg(d,3He)2~a or the 26Mg(p,t)24Mg 

reactions the relationship between the bound state and the scattering wave 

fUnctions is of considerable importance and the depth of the bound state 

potentials may determine the choice of best fitting potentials 13) stock 

et al 14) have shown that the assumptions made within the simple DWBA theory 

for calculating the cross section of the reaction 

a + (C + b) -9>- (a + b) + C 

involve: 

where C stands for the core of the target nucleus, U. ~ are the potentials 
1,.1. 
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generating the distorted waves and V are the actual interaction potentials. 

Interpreting VbC as the bound state potential well depth of the "transferred 

particle (cluster) we obtain the sum rule for reactions 

Ui + Vbound ~Uf • 

" Since the bound state potentials ,are real, we apply this sum rule only to the 

real parts of the potentials and use the measured imaginary parameters. In 

Table 3 we have collected the potential well depths for a few representative 
24 : -=t_ 2-=t 26 24 

transitions of the Mg(d,:He) ~a and the Mg(p,t) Mg reactions. 

Fig. 3 shows the data for the pick up reactions and the cross sections 

for measured and constructed potentials (code JUlie)~O) The (p,t) angular 

distributions are the data measured by Cosper et al 15). The constructed 

1He (triton) potentiaLS are obtained by substituting the real potential depth' 

V by V
CON 

according to Table 3, the labeling Con 4/Con 5 meaning that all 

other parameters are those from the measured 4s and 5S ~e potentials respec

tively • 

The 24Mg(d,~e)2\a experimental cross sections are not fitted by 

the measured 38/4S potential combination •. The £=1 distribution, however, is 

apparently the closest fitted, corresponding to the fact that V (£=1) is . 
-=t. COO, 

closest in depth to the measured 4S-Jffe potential. A larger bound state radius 

of r =1.35 slightly improves the DWBA cross section (upper curve). The 38/58 
o . -=t_ 

potential combination fits the (d,Jffe) cross section fairly well. It is the 

usual 'Bassel combination' of potentials. The 3S/CON4,cON5 combinations, 

however, fit the data equally well, the magnitude of calculated cross sections 

being similar to that of the 38/58 combination (see normalization constants M). 

The same behavior is found for the 24Mg(d,t)23Mg reaction. 

Inspecting the (d,~e) fits in more detail, we see that the £=1 dis

tribution is fairly well reproduced, whereas the £=0, 2 data are not exactly 

in phase with the DWBA curves for either the measured or the constructed poten

tials. This ,discrepancy is even stronger in the 24Mg(~e,o:)2~reaction 4) 

and cannot be removed by changing the bound state radius or using deformed 

bound state wave fUnctions 16). An :!.ncrease of all radU'of the scattering 

potentials by 12% yields good fits for the single nucleon piclc up reactions 

from the deformed s, d shell whereas the £=1 distributions (pickup from the 
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core) are ,fitted by measured ~arameters. 
, ' . 26 '( )24 In· the lower part of Fig.3 we show the results for the Mg p,t Mg 

reaction. The calculated cross sections were obtained from code Julie using 

38 and 2D cluster bound state wave functions for the £=0 and t=2 transitions 

respectively. Contributions from other node numbers should be smal1
20

) and 

were neglected.We used the 3He potentials for the tritons and took the proton 

potential obtained for 50 MeV scattering7 ) which includes a spin orbit po

tential V . However, our 'systematic' 28 proton potential obtained from the so 
30.5 MeV data (without VSO ); fits the (p;t) cross sections almost equally well 

and gives the same results concerning ratios of intensities. 

Obviously the constructed potentials fit the (p,t) data remarkably well. 

Comparing with the measured 28/58 potential combination the most important 

difference is the c.hange in the ,relative magnitude of calculated crOss sections 

for the.e::;O transitions to·.the,T=O ground; statea.ndthe:'T=2~,.15 .. 43 MeY;,state 
. 24Mg ( , , li ti t M) A" i ' ",. Cd )n i it '0 t t ' J.n, .' 'see norma za on constan s.ssum ng pure, ' 5/2 ,senor y v= s a es 

the ratio of normalization constants should be given by: 

, MfT=2~ = 
M T=O 

CfP(T=2)2 2 

cfp(T=O) 2 . == '7 

where C
T 

1s the isospin Clebsch Gordan coefficient. The fractional parentage 

coefficients for separating two nucleons from the target nucleus were taken 

from Towner and Hardy17). The expectedrat10 is very close to the experimental 

. ratio of 0.30 ± .03 obtained from the constructed potentials, whereas the 

28/58 measured potentials yield 0.17 ± .03 (averaged values for different pro

ton potentials). This change in ratios of intensities emphasizes. the impor.;. 

tance of selecting proper optical potentials. 

----------------------------
We wish to thank Dr.C.J.Hardy for valuable discussions and Mary F.Reed 

24 '2!~ 
for allovring us to use her Mg(a:,a:) Mg data prior to publication.· 

, . 
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Table Captions 

Table 1. 
24 ' 

Bound state and scattering potentials f'or Mg. The proton 

potentials including a spin-orbit potential were taken f'rom 

( f'r~e . 
, Ref'. 1 and 3. V Eb ) f'or protons which are labelled by an 

'asterisk were obtained by averaging Vd ~T a(Ef'bree)/n, where 
. ,Jtle, 

n is 2,3 and 4 respectively.Potentials are given in MeV and 

radii in units of' Fermi. 

Table 2. Binding energies Eb and E~ree f'or various cluster configurations 

, . of' the (24Mg + particle) -system. The bound state potentials V"(\) 

obtained for the (24Mg + d) system are given at the bottom. Energies 
(potentials) are giv~n in MeV and radii in units of Fermi. 

Table 3. Sum rule potential depths VCON f'or various levels observed in the 

24Mg(d,~e)2\ra and 26Mg(p,t)24Mg reactions. 
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Table 1 

---,"-.,-.-.. --.--.---..•. ,.,~.",.-~--"-,-, _ .. ~,.~"_" __ ."_,.-'":.,...,.. .. ___ ~_., ... _:..._,. ___ ._:--,,.w_.,~ .. "~_ ... .,' __ ......... ,·_',·., .... ·· .. "._··, __ ._ ... '1 

bound state potentials optical model parameters I . 
'i-___ . ___ .... , __ ._~_, __ '--__ '-'~ ..... __ .... ,~,.,_ •• _ ... __ .".,.._ ... <_ •• ~ •• ___ .. ,.. __ ..... __ ><;._._~ ..... ~ . ..................... _"'->._. ____ ,.-........... ,_ .... ~"W<...._~~ ..... " ..... "" ........... -> __ .......... _____ • -.-... ---~~"'" •. --' --~.-,--. _ ...... '- .. "'1 

E(MeV) f · V (Kfree ) V (R) "Va" W r a V r a I con .lg. b 0 bo ro volw w so 
I .• ' ~.?_ ,._ ,_~_~,. ! 
5-0~O'-·p'···--'-·-·-··--··---.. ' .. --.. " .. '--' .. -"" .. -.. ·· ""'''''-''43'~''6--1:O9 "":74'''''''--7:39-':'i-:-'53--:'-53'3'''-'''5':34, ,. . 98 . 55 I 

30.5 p 41.5 1.19 ·70 4.60 1.72 ·52 6.6 1:19 ·70 r , 

p 

40.0 d 

47.5 3 
He 

35·0 

119·7 

30·5 P. 

'40.0 d 

47.5 3He 
35·0 

119.7 ex 

40.0 d 

47.5' 3He 
l' 35.0 

1119.7 
81.0 

65·7 
50.1 

,28 

38 

48 

58 

28 

38 

48 

58 

48 

58 

ss 

42.2* 

83·6 

123·0 

173·2 

169.8 

51·9* 

104·7 

152.8 

153·2 

212·5 

213·4 

160.4 

146.0 

138·7 

134·3 

'51.5 

79.4 

111.2 

111.4 

122.0 

151. 2 

64.8 

.,),;. , 

I 

I 
! 

99·6 , 
t· { 

135·8 

136·5 
150.4 

162.2 

195·5 

112.6 

! 
f 
! 
i 

41. 61.2 .65 

70.2 

95·5 

94·9 

1.2 

1.2 

1.2 

·75 

·77 
·75 

111.8 1. 2, 83 

4.23 1.7 ·59 

12·3 
18.4 

1. 7 .80 

1.7 .84 

17·0 1.7 .84 

18.6 1.7 ·70 

3·2 

13·6 
40.6 

34.6 

4.4 

151.5 1.2 .66 29.6 1.3 1.11 40.1 

54.1 LO .79 

86.6 LO .83 

119.9 1.0 .88 

120.7 1. 0 .85 

135· 3 1. 0 .96 

173.6 1. 0 .70 

197.81.0 .76 

192. 0 1. 0 .76 

100.0 1.28 .78 

100.0 1. 38 .69 

100. 0 1. 44 . 66 

100.0 1.47 .58 

3.76 1. 8 ·56 

9.891. 8 .82 

15·9 1.8 ·76 

14.8 1.8 .79 

14.1 1.8 .68 

12.0 

21. 2 

21. 0 

23,8 

31. 7 
40.1 

27·6 

1. 6 .98 

1. 6 .91 

1. 6 .91 

1.6 .71 

1. 6 .58 

1.6 .48 

1.6 .47 

13·9 

8·5 
16.4 

20.4 

6.6 

12.1 

22·9 

32.6 

1. 65 

6.4 

19·0 

57·0 

119·7 144.1 100.2 76.8 1.40 .73 41.9 18.8 

81.0 ~ 143.6 100.4 89.7 1.40 .69 47.0 6.2 

65·7 143·3 100.5 94.0 1.40 .67 44.8 25.1 

, 
"i 

I 
! 

. 50.1 142.4 100·9, 111.9 1.40 .60 38.9 62.2 
J I l 
I ' i --, .. "-,,---...... ,, .. ,"-""-, .... -·-,-., .. -.. ~ ... "---.. -_ .. _.L .. _ ... _". __ ,, .... __ .. _____ ._+._,,_----"._ .. -_"_. _____ ""_" .... ,, .... "." .. ",_ .. i 
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Table 2 

~'----:-----------~-""-----c-e~-t-·e-r-"O-f-·""-"---,--_ . ..,''''''''--,-

! config. levels gravity Eb E{ree 

28 
+ t=O, 1/2 

0.45, 2.50 

+ 
38 .e =0, 1 

" 1.06 
lG . '~=4, 5+ 

0.00 . 

e""5. 6-
lH --: ' 6.95 

(assumed) 

1.2 1.08 1.08 

2.4 9. 0 11. 2 

. - \ 

13;'2 d~o ii.4 

6·95 4.46 6.7 

278i:(24Mg + 3He ) 48 t=oS' 1/
4
2- 2.0 11.38 19.1 I 

0~7 ,3·5 ? I 

+1 
2881 ,; (24Mg+a) 58 t=O"40 . 0.0 >9.,98 3S.2 I 0.00, .97 

1-----,- .r • • ___ .~ •• '_' __ ~;"._"""M_~~_~_~I 
I 

1-'-"-~'~~2--~~---j 
1.0 .83 99.6~~:~_J 

, 
; 

·1 
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Table 3 .' . 

. ) , 

r =1. 2,r =1. 3 o c 8.:;:.65 a=·75 a=·75 

Ex(23Na ) d· 3-:' . 
P V· He ... ,.·.; . 

Vbound V scatt. CON 
- .... ~- _., Il ----

.2·39 t= 0 76.5' I 146·7 
0.44 £ = 2 71. 5 70.2 141.5 

. 3.68 ~= ~ 53·1 123·3 

Ex(24Mg) vP . . 2n t 
V VCON . scatt • . bound 

, .. _---.... 
.... ___ ~~ ..... f'III'It_ 

........... - .... ~.~~ . ".' 

0.00 e= ° .87.3 128.9 

1.37 e:;; 2 .41.6 89.6 131.2 
. ," . 15.43. t=;,O. 112.4 154.0 . 

'., .. 
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.Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Angular distributions for p,d,~e and a particles elastical~ scat-
24 

tered by Mg. Optical model parameters from Table I, (see text). 

Fig. 2. 

Fig. 3. 

x2 - Minima in the (V,r ) plane for p,d,~e and a potentials for 

24Mg. The lines labell~d by (1 ••• 78) are bound state potential 

well depths of cluster wave functions with a different number of 

nodes. 

24 ~ 2~ 
Characteristic angular distributions from the Mg(d,Jffe) ~a and 
26 24 . 

Mg(p,t) Mg reactions. The DWBA cross sections are obtained from 

measured and constructed potentials. Note that the data are adjusted 

to the DWBA curves, the normalization M being the ratio of experimen

tal to calculated cross section. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mlSSlon, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor

mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behal f of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 

of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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